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Share a love of reading with your child with this fun-filled book of the farm animals they love. This

interactive book features bold pop-ups that make a sheepdog, horse, pig, and more jump from the

pages when the flaps are lifted.With fun surprises on every page, Pop-Up Peekaboo: Farm

enhances the reading experience and builds an early learning foundation. As young children

explore the spreads, they will learn to recognize, name, and describe different animals.Series

description: DK's Pop-up Peekaboo! series features big, bold pop-ups that jump from the pages

when babies and toddlers lift the flaps, promoting memory, imagination, and parent-and-child

interaction. As young children explore the spreads, they'll learn to recognize, name, and describe

different objects, from things that go to their favorite toys.
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My toddler LOVES this book. He wants to read it several times a day. After reading the other

reviews, I decided that this would be a "Mommy" book only. When we read it, he sits on my lap and

is allowed to point, but not grab. We just did a week of farm themed everything and this book was

read multiple times a day. He can now point out what each animal is and say their sounds.

My daughter loves this book. We have other books from the same series. Each page has a pop up

element and encourage children to touch and find what lies underneath a door or a boat etc. I



bought this to occupy my child on a plane and it worked. She ended up destroying it but she did

enjoy it first!

One of my 18 month old's absolute favorite books. Every time he pulls this book out of his book

shelf, we're in for reading it 5 times in a row or more. He loves the pop ups and loves the surprise of

pulling back each "cover" on the page to reveal the surprises inside.The art is great and it's a simple

story that helps to practice different animal sounds and even some light counting involved. It's short

(5 or 6 pages), but very well done. Hard to give it anything less than 5 stars when I see how happy it

makes my son.

We've had the Peekaboo Farm.pop-up book since my baby girl was around 4 months. After 6 (I

think) she learned to pull the pop-ups and loved it still more. So I bought the Sofie La Giraffe and the

Bedtime, and the pop-ups are even more interesting. My husband and I enjoy reading these books

for our 8 months little girl, and they are always her preferred when she chooses a book to one of us

read for her. Once she took the book by herself and pulled away one pop-up picture, but it can be

fixed with glue, I guess.

More than just a little wear. The head of the goose was torn off, the farmer is taped to the book and

therefore doesn't pop out. I think there should have been a more accurate description of the

condition of the book because I wouldn't have purchased it.

This book is really as good as other reviewers describe it. Sturdy flaps, larger than typical board

books, and adorable pop-ups. Since the pop-up is under the flap my daughter doesn't grab at it and

rip it apart right away, like other pop-up books. Instead she patiently waits to turn the flap, just so

she can hear me say peek-a-boo. The fact that the flap covers the pop-up, deters little ones from

impatiently just grabbing at the picture. I will be purchasing more like this book soon.

This pop up book is so far the best one I've encountered and still my 10 month old's favorite book

even though I've been reading it to him for a while. He has loved it since day one. He loves to pull

down flaps, which cover the pop up animals very well. The pop ups are well done, made of hard

cardboard and very creative. Unfortunately my baby loves it so much that he's pulled off one of the

chicken and took off the head of the goose - because he is very strong (and because I allow him to

explore the book), and not because it is not well made.



If I had a penny for every time I have read this book, I would quite possibly be ready for retirement.

It is an EVERYDAY must have!! My baby boy started reading it since he was 8 months, he calls it

the cheep cheep book and makes all the animal sounds. This is our second copy because my little

man loved it a little too much and was exploring it with his mouth when I turned around. Poor horsey

got his head ripped and now that flap serves as a lesson in 'gentle' and 'horsie owiee.' :-) :-)The dog

and the goose are real looking, I wish the other animals were cut outs of real pictures too instead of

animated. But still, great buy. Need more like these for 8-18 month age group
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